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ABSTRACT: The USMARC AMC format was developed for the control of
archives and manuscripts. It is designed to organize and provide access to both
bibliographic and internal collection management information. Today's
USMARC AMC-supporting library bibliographic utilities and local system soft-
ware focus on bibliographic aspects while support for managing internal admin-
istrative information is sorely underdeveloped. This article looks at the develop-
ment of the NOTIS system as an example of one major AMC-supporting biblio-
graphic system along with the functional requirements of archival information
systems and general considerations when employing library utilities and soft-
ware in archival management.

Introduction

Observers of automated information systems used in archival repositories
have given much attention to the public access and information exchange
aspects of the USMARC AMC (Archives and Manuscripts Control) format. The
advent of this MARC bibliographic format in 1983 allowed archivists to adapt
the library-developed bibliographic utilities and local system software programs
for use in archival information systems. Archivists have known for some time
there were advantages to automation. Some of these are the same advantages
familiar to public service librarians, particularly the variety of searching capa-
bilities for on-line descriptions of materials. Users can access these descriptions
anywhere in the world using large utilities such as RLIN and OCLC. USMARC
AMC is the bibliographic control format that makes it possible for archivists to
join in the expanded world of almost limitless information anytime, anywhere
users want it.'

Equally important to archivists are the aspects of library bibliographic utili-
ties and MARC-supporting local system software that are incongruent with
archival management. Several instances exist where the benefits of library utili-
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ties and software do not translate into a benefit for archival information sys-
tems. Some of the aspects are: the library systems' flat-file database structure,
impeding archivists' need to link bibliographic records describing the same
materials at different levels of control; the public display of all cataloged biblio-
graphic information when there are many USMARC AMC fields supporting
internal administrative data not intended for public consumption; lack of imple-
mentation for these fields such as 541 (immediate source of acquisition), 561
(provenance) and 583 (actions); standard library reports generation capabilities
that do not compile or report on information contained in the fields archivists
need to manage their collections; and the defraying of expenses associated with
bibliographic control through shared cataloging of publications. 2

Shared cataloging through networks like RLIN and OCLC is the most signifi-
cant example of where archives do not profit from using library utilities and
local system software. H. Thomas Hickerson states in his writings about library
bibliographic utilities and archival management goals that "since their collec-
tions are unique, archivists contribute original records at minimal cost and sel-
dom "derive" bibliographic records. Therefore, they do not benefit from the
economics of shared cataloging, nor do they contribute substantially to network
income." Shared cataloging is one of the driving forces behind the development
of library bibliographic utilities. Because this benefit is not applicable to the
control of unique materials held in archives, the archival profession will have a
minimal impact on the financial well being and overall design of bibliographic
utilities:

Several archival management functions are not developed in library utilities
and software and are accounted for in the USMARC AMC format. Recording
and analyzing collection management information is one such area. In her arti-
cle of 1989, "Beyond USMARC AMC: The Context of a Data Exchange
Format," Jill Tatem poses many questions about the intended uses of USMARC
AMC. In her first question she asks: "What do archivists want these (on-line)
catalogs to do and who should they serve?" She follows up by asking more
direct questions, one of them being "Are they (on-line catalogs) an outreach
mechanism to alert potential users to the existence of collections or are they
comprehensive collection management systems?" 4 The answer Tatem searches
for in her first question is implicit in her posing of the latter question. On-line
catalogs should serve all of those who use them-researchers looking for col-
lections containing desired information as well as archivists who need to orga-
nize and manage information about the activity record of their archival collec-
tions.

Tatem points out the superficiality of the discussions regarding the goals of
USMARC AMC. She states that the design of archival information systems has
not yet been considered and that issues of their implementation go virtually
unmentioned. Tatem calls for a more rigorous examination of the information
systems in which USMARC AMC will be used. She cites that eleven years after
the formation of the National Information Systems Task Force, which recom-
mended the creation of the AMC format within USMARC, basic questions such
as her own still have not been answered. Today, five years after Tatem's article
appeared in print, much the same state of affairs she described still exists.5

Following Tatem's call for full scrutiny of design and implementation con-
siderations, archivists will need to look at their institutions' existing automated
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information systems and assess their potential use in the archives. Bearing in
mind the costliness of building and supporting automated systems from scratch,
existing systems hardware and software should strongly be considered in estab-
lishing archival information systems. Such an assessment can prove particularly
useful in cases where systems already utilize USMARC-supporting software.
Often, this means using the existing library utility or local system software.
Archival repositories located within universities as well as other archives that
have access to library utilities or software will no doubt greatly expand their use
of these systems due to a separate system's prohibitive initial cost and continu-
ing systems support and training expenses. This article looks at the development
of the NOTIS system as an example of one major USMARC AMC-supporting
bibliographic system with the functional requirements of archival information
systems and general considerations when employing NOTIS and other library
utilities and software in archival information systems.

NOTIS-Background

Shortly after the USMARC AMC format was established, a quest began to
discover the one software product that would fully implement it. Now a ten-year
odyssey, archivists embarked on this search without being quite sure which
capabilities were desired in such a software.' This journey has far too closely
resembled the search for the holy grail, never reaching its intended result; but
now armed with the experiences of the last ten years, archivists have a much
clearer notion of what they want from their information systems.

One of the most rapidly growing software systems is the NOTIS bibliograph-
ic system. NOTIS stands for Northwestern On-line Total Integrated System. It
is a library local system software program used in major research libraries that
supports the USMARC AMC bibliographic format, in fact, one of the first
library local-system software programs to implement it. NOTIS was developed
and first used in 1970 by the Northwestern University Library. Beginning solely
as an automated circulation system in 1971, the NOTIS system incorporated the
automation of ordering, cataloging, and checking in of library materials. By
1977 it became a mature system including automated acquisitions, cataloging,
authority control, serials control, and circulation. During 1980 NOTIS offered
an on-line public access catalog (OPAC) that became available for sale to other
libraries. Born of and operated by the Northwestern University Library for sev-
enteen years, NOTIS became NOTIS Inc. in 1987, a private corporation owned
by Northwestern University. It has continued to develop and refine its support
of USMARC AMC throughout its versions, as of 1994 in the 5.xx stage. 7

Today, NOTIS is poised to expand rapidly in the automated bibliographic
system marketplace. Ameritech, which also owns the LS2000 bibliographic sys-
tem typically found in smaller academic libraries, purchased NOTIS in 1992.
Ameritech recently announced it is phasing out the LS2000 system and in its
place is offering NOTIS products to its LS2000 customers. The use of NOTIS
will become more widespread as it is deployed in many smaller, regional or
general academic libraries Organizations like the Smithsonian Institution are
purchasing NOTIS software. Thus the potential for college and university-based
archival repositories as well as other cultural institutions to use NOTIS for
archival cataloging continues to grow. The NOTIS system fits the profile of
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existing USMARC AMC-supporting software awaiting adaptation in archival
information systems. The possibilities are becoming an issue for archivists with
access to it and for the larger archival profession in general.

NOTIS 5.0-Improvements

So what does NOTIS do to support USMARC AMC cataloging and general
archival collection management? Can it be used in a functioning archival infor-
mation system? Before the release of NOTIS 5.0, cataloging in NOTIS AMC
was best accomplished for retrospective cataloging of fully arranged and
described collections with comprehensive finding aids. It resembled mono-
graphic cataloging, which is more two-dimensional-it is either cataloged or
uncataloged. Similarly, archival collections were either cataloged or uncata-
loged. The system did not accommodate the typical variety of functions inher-
ent in collection management and the different stages in the records' life-cycle
at which they take place. In particular, it did not consider the use of the AMC
format's internal management fields like other PC-based software programs did
at the time.9 It is important to recognize that the USMARC AMC format can
record and organize information that will facilitate the internal management of a
repository's collections. All of this information can be categorized and recorded
in the USMARC AMC fields designated for administrative control activities.

Administrative Information for Archival Management. What are these collec-
tion management functions and why do archivists need to track and compile
information relating to their progress? First, archivists need support from their
management information systems to realize the long-term goals and ultimate
mission of any archival program: establishing administrative control over the
collections, ensuring timely access for their use, and preserving them for long-
term availability. As a comprehensive collection management system, automat-
ed systems such as NOTIS need to support the collection management functions
of appraisal, accessioning, physical arrangement, description and intellectual
access, and preservation.'" The information produced from performing these
archival functions can apprise decisions made later about repository-wide strate-
gic planning and the allocation of resources to maximize long-term preservation
and accessibility.

A wide range of collection management information can be entered into soft-
ware systems such as NOTIS. For instance, administrative control fields can
accommodate information derived during accessioning relating to the donor,
terms of restrictions to access, storage location, physical condition, the acces-
sion's original order, and whether or not it is an addition to an existing collec-
tion. During the arrangement and description process, information is generated
about the levels of arrangement and description executed and the status of
preservation actions. Archival appraisal produces information about the records'
significance based on the archivist's evaluation of administrative, legal, fiscal
and research values present. The range of activities archivists practice on the
documentary record need to be recorded and monitored throughout the materi-
als' life in the repository so the archives manager can make informed decisions
about future collection management actions and secure effective use of the
archives' resources." Thus, archivists need information systems that enhance
their ability to scrutinize collection management information and plan for thepreservation and access needs of their repositories' holdings.
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Before version 5.0, NOTIS did not support the first step in the collection
management process, accessioning. It did not implement several fields where
donor and transfer information was recorded, nor were the action fields that
were used to record directions for future collections processing suppressed for
internal view only. Details about a collection's physical condition or plans for
its future processing were fully displayed to the public, cluttering the OPAC
screen with needless information to the potential user. With the release of
NOTIS 5.0, some enhancements have benefited archives managers who wish to
use the system to maintain a record of the activities performed on the archival
collections and continue to improve their intellectual access.

In its 5.0 version, NOTIS made two very simple, but significant enhance-
ments. First, NOTIS incorporated fields 541 (immediate source of acquisition)
and 561 (provenance) into the AMC fields supported by NOTIS. Second,
NOTIS programmed its software to allow local control over which USMARC
fields could be displayed in the public OPAC and which ones could be sup-
pressed from the public's view. The ability to suppress fields even extends to all
subfields within MARC. Specifically, USMARC AMC fields such as 541
(immediate source of acquisition), 561 (provenance) and 583 (actions) contain
information relating to the donor, terms of the gift or transfer, and other acquisi-
tion/appraisal/processing/preservation information, which is not intended for
public display. Archivists have long advocated that these fields should be used
only internally.1 2 Due to the improvements in version 5.0, archivists can record
administrative information and work with their local systems staff in determin-
ing which fields shall be displayed to the public and which fields will remain
suppressed from view. Supporting the use of these crucial fields and recogniz-
ing their purpose as locations for internal management information indicates
that NOTIS is becoming increasingly useable for archivists.

In an environment of declining resources, archivists should streamline the
management of their archives' holdings. Single or integrated software systems
like NOTIS, which are moving ahead with fuller implementation of the
USMARC AMC format and support both intellectual access for users as well as
administrative information for archivists are efficient in terms of cost, training,
and ongoing maintenance. Because full AMC implementation is missing in
many integrated software systems, many archival institutions use two systems,
one with USMARC AMC capabilities to communicate archival descriptions to
users, and another for institutional administrative information needs.'3 But if
enough users of systems like NOTIS continue to press for AMC implementation
improvements, then these systems can become viable, low cost management
information systems for archives. Specifically with NOTIS, archivists can bene-
fit from the fact that it is in operation already and is being employed with
greater frequency throughout the country, complete, in many cases, with a sys-
tems support staff residing in the local library.

OPAC Design. The independent design potential for the various USMARC
formats in the NOTIS OPAC is also an important development. Describing
large series of institutional records or private manuscripts which usually man-
dates lengthy fields containing narrative description is very different from
describing a published monograph. Fields denoting the physical forms included
in an archival collection and the potential for a multitude of subject tracings
makes an AMC record appear quite differently on screen from a monographic
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record. Users of integrated bibliographic systems may become confused by the
differences in the display of monographic and archival records. Therefore,
archivists are learning to use the NOTIS OPAC's flexibility to design user-
friendly public screens that better display archival description.

A useful feature made available for OPAC design is the local control over
field labels. One example of display differences between monographic and
archival bibliographic records is the use of the label "creator" instead of the
label "author," traditionally found with monographic records. Several OPACs
containing AMC records have been found to employ this label to indicate that
archival collections typically have a creator, a person or office of origin as
opposed to an author which refers to someone or some corporate body who has
written the material being described. Brief and long views of the MARC record
can be tailored as well. Archivists are placing certain "vital information" fields
in the brief view (e.g.: creator, title, dates, summary) while placing fields con-
taining additional, more elaborate description in the long view (e.g.: history,
additional summary, forms of material, subject and added entries, additional
creators or offices of origin). After a user consults the brief view and decides to
seek more descriptive information, the long view can be selected and read. Of
course, some of the more variant OPAC designs being created by archivists will
fall to the pressure of standardization during the format integration process.
OPAC design will become significant for archivists as they continue to stretch
the capabilities of NOTIS and the resources of their libraries' local systems
offices.

Record Expansion. Another important development is the expansion of the
record capacity, in particular the size of the 500 fields. Much of the lengthy nar-
rative description common in archival practice is located in these fields. Upon
the release of 5.0, NOTIS expanded the capacity of a MARC record to accom-
modate up to 7,000 characters with no length restrictions on any particular field.
Prior to 5.0, a MARC record was restricted to under 5,000 characters in length
and strict limits existed on the amount of characters entered in each field. These
earlier restrictions posed a serious impediment to archives that created well
developed archival descriptions for their holdings. With version 5.0 archivists
can enter more narrative description in their AMC records. These improvements
increase the user's ability to learn more about an archival collection through the
on-line bibliographic database and enhances the user's keyword searching capa-
bility. However, staff from at least a few university-based archives and
manuscript repositories insist that their AMC records containing nearly 7,000
characters are not being accepted into NOTIS. Whether record size is a NOTIS
problem or a local systems problem has not been immediately resolved to the
satisfaction of these repositories. Discouragingly, it appears the debate on ade-
quate record length continues.' 4

Additional Benefits. There are many other features in NOTIS 5.0 that benefit
AMC cataloging. The expanded number of subject tracings, for instance, greatly
enhances archivists' ability to provide access to dozens of personal names that
can be present in an archival collection. Also, delegating to local institutions the
ability to determine which fields are keyword searchable is an important
enhancement that should not go unnoticed. As mentioned above, providing
users with greater keyword searching capability is of paramount importance
when maximizing the use of narrative archival description existing in an on-line
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environment. Archives users may take greater advantage of this capability than
library users. All these improvements are a boon to archivists. NOTIS 5.0 pro-
vides the beginning of a useful descriptive and collection management utility
for archivists. However, while the aforementioned upgrades in NOTIS are sig-
nificant for archivists, there still remains notable shortcomings in the support
for the AMC format.

NOTIS 5.0-Continuing Obstacles

Reports Generation. Although version 5.0 improves NOTIS's ability to pro-
vide intellectual access to users and begins to support AMC's collection man-
agement functions, problems still exist that block NOTIS as the "utility of
choice" among archivists. One very practical feature of many other software
products is the range of reporting features available. They are required for ana-
lyzing data to comprehend and plan for the activities carried out by the archives
staff. With NOTIS it is very difficult to generate the necessary statistical reports
related to accessions, processing, and use that are basic to almost any archival
manager's annual report. The range of PC-based programs provide for preset
and user-defined reports much like RLIN AMC's Reports System (RRS). In the
RRS, RLIN has provided a standard reporting package that can produce printed
reports on accessions, donors, status of collections processing, and other func-
tions. 5

Tailoring one's own archival reports in NOTIS for gathering and interpreting
data is, at best, a very cumbersome process. Archives managers cannot create
their own reports; they must be programmed by the library's automated systems
staff. Usually this is a huge amount of work which will not apply to the needs of
any other library department. Thus, the work involved is unique and therefore
expensive. In support of the decision-making process, information systems like
NOTIS that can be adapted for use in archives need to include well developed
reporting and data compilation features relating to the use of the archives, vital
information about the incoming accessions, levels of arrangement and descrip-
tion, and records of preservation activities. NOTIS may wish to look at other
AMC-supporting software products, in particular RLIN's archival control seg-
ment and the RRS for reporting management information. In this way, NOTIS
Inc. could examine several approaches to designing software for archival func-
tions support. 6

Collection Management. We have established by now that USMARC AMC
is designed to do more than simply communicate collection descriptions to user
communities; it can provide solutions to archivists' collection management
needs. However, while provisions for control over the collection management
process are present in USMARC AMC, their development in NOTIS still
remain dormant. 7 Simply put, NOTIS does not provide archivists with the
application software tools necessary to carry out collection management func-
tions efficiently. Archivists recognize AMC's potential for achieving adminis-
trative control over their collections and wish to see this function exploited in
software. Instead, what archivists are presented with are just the raw AMC
fields where data can be input and tagged. Using these raw AMC fields without
any application software programming to simplify and provide support for col-
lection management functions makes NOTIS quite cumbersome to use;
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although, archivists can still use the appropriate fields and subfields and enter
administrative information. Success in revising systems such as NOTIS will
determine whether it will enjoy a long and prosperous life or a short and painful
existence in the archival profession.

What can NOTIS do to enhance its improving support of USMARC AMC
and archival management? It could develop software modules such as those
developed for library management in NOTIS-circulation, serials control, and
monographic acquisitions are just a few examples. Similar to library manage-
ment needs, the world of archives could greatly use a software module for
accessioning, a module to enter and maintain appraisal information, preserva-
tion assessment information, conservation treatment status, planning and collec-
tion assessment information regarding physical arrangement needs and the cre-
ation of intellectual access. Even more needs exist. For example, one would find
useful a module to track the use of holdings in the archives reference room and
when items are on loan for exhibition, modules to complete user registration,
records management and disposition, and track storage locations'8 USMARC
AMC fields are available to enter information in many of these areas. NOTIS
needs to develop basic applications software to simplify data entry and to cate-
gorize and streamline the work flow.

Linking Bibliographic Records. Without a doubt, one of the largest problems
facing archivists who wish to use NOTIS 5.0 is that, to date, it does not support
the AMC linking fields. The inability to use these fields, numbered from 760
through 787, renders NOTIS unadaptable into a complete AMC-supporting
component in archival information systems.'9 This is a particular problem with
records created within complex organizational structures or with larger
manuscript collections. The primary linking field 773 (host item entry) identi-
fies bibliographic records for subunits of materials that belong to a larger col-
lection. The premise of hierarchical relationships in archival theory is funda-
mental to the knowledge base of the profession. Their essence is captured in the
principle of provenance. 20 To this end, the linking fields in USMARC AMC are
designed to simulate the crucial intellectual links between related record series
within an organization or larger collections of archival materials. 2'

Automation has greatly improved archivists' ability to exploit hierarchical
levels of description through linking bibliographic records. For example, the
bibliographic records consisting of collection-level descriptions could be hierar-
chically linked upward to the agency (or biographical) history and downward to
multiple series-level descriptions. The agency history would describe the con-
text in which the records of the organizational unit were created and maintained.
Specific unit functions, responsibilities, history, and other background informa-
tion would be described here. This approach to agency history records supports
existing methods of archival description.22 Lastly, the linked series descriptions
would focus on the arrangement and form of material found in the records
themselves.2 3 This bibliographic record linking is of the utmost importance in
effective control and access of archival records. Yet at this time, NOTIS AMC
is unable to accommodate the management of information based on provenance
in the integrally linked bibliographic record system described above. This situa-
tion is a critical problem for the archival profession.

Indexing. Indexing capabilities for many fields that are very useful to archival
research still do not exist. Fields such as 520 and 545, which contain sum-
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maries, abstracts, scope notes, historical notes, series descriptions, and bio-
graphical information are keyword searchable. However, NOTIS 5.0 does not
support indexing of any field above 651. This leaves out important fields such
as 655, form/genre of materials; 657, function term; 69x, local topical fields;
and 755 added entry/physical characteristics. Writing about the ability to create
access using the form/genre fields, Helena Zinkham, Patricia Cloud, and Hope
Mayo state: "When form can be juxtaposed during retrieval with the names of
originating offices or their functions, the combination of terms may substitute
for specific subject indexing." This capability is so important to these three
authors that they call for archivists "to act together to lobby for full system
indexing and online retrieval of the terms we have so carefully devised."24

Archivists need not only capabilities to manage internal administrative informa-
tion but also the ability to make the most of their contextual descriptions
through indexed searching of the pertinent fields.

One solution to many of these indexing problems would be to allow for local
control of indexing capabilities. This would occur in much the same way as the
implementation of local control over the design of OPACs and the assignment
of keyword searching to particular MARC fields.26 Archivists' concerns about
creating specific indexes for groups of fields in USMARC AMC could also be
resolved in this way. Among the concerns are designing name indexes that
include lxx, 6xx, and 7xx fields; indexing the form of material/physical charac-
teristics fields as previously mentioned; and creating proper indexes that differ-
entiate between subject matter, authors, and forms of material. In the latter
instance, authors will need not be cataloged in subject fields, and forms such as
"diaries" will not be interpreted as the subject matter of a collection when hit
upon during a subject search. Many library systems staff would favor such
methods; thereby possessing as much local control over their system as possi-
ble.

Conclusion

How can archivists implement the needed changes in the NOTIS software to
make it an efficient archival collection management utility? Archivists alone, as
represented in their NOTIS interest group, are too small to serve as an effective
advocate for their needs. NOTIS is marketed toward the major university
research libraries, not archives; therefore, archivists' will not drive the market-
place for NOTIS. 27 University-based archivists will need to rely on and collabo-
rate with their librarian colleagues to provide vocal support for the needed
enhancements in NOTIS AMC. As research libraries grow and involve the man-
agement of a more diverse nature of research materials, addressing the full
implementation of USMARC AMC in NOTIS will become inevitable. Of
course, archivists will need to expand the interests of the university library, and
the library profession as a whole, to more actively embrace all the information
management professions. Perhaps it will only be at that time when sufficient
market pressure will force NOTIS to take a more proactive approach to AMC
cataloging and the development of archival information systems.

The American archival profession is articulating what it requires from
archival information systems. Managing and compiling information regarding
the administration of collections is of paramount importance. The absence of a
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software system that meets this requirement amounts to a crisis in the manage-
ment of archival repositories. Archivists today are pushing beyond the bound-
aries inherent in AMC description. The next generation of standards for auto-
mated archival description, such as systems supporting multilevel description,28

document structure and encryption standards like SGML,29 improved techniques
in full-text searching, a potential model for archival information systems in the
proposed AIS system3 under construction at the National Archives, and use of
the Internet, may render the AMC format obsolete sooner than anyone cares to
admit. It is likely that when archivists move forward to this next generation in
automated techniques, the library utilities and software programs will have
never realized the AMC format's full capabilities.
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